Kait has distinctive accessories, like her multi-colored bead choker and multiple earrings on the left ear.

This unique tattoo has a green-black color, with fading on the side of each triangle.

Kait has a unique holster. See the Body page for key details on capturing the design.

This yellow checkered shirt is a standout element of Kait’s design, hanging around her waist with frayed edges.

These pants have a unique pattern with the leather knee pads built in to fabric.

Knee-high light tan boots which are finished with a multitude of straps, with knee-high socks poking out at the top.
As an Outsider from birth, Kait has a completely different look from those growing up in COG society. Her stitched beanie bears the mark of long term wear and tear, reflecting her adventurous nature. Key accessories to get right include: her earrings (E) with multiple hooks into her lobe, her beaded necklace (F), and the beads woven into a strand of her hair (D). Don't miss the pink tip on her ponytail, which she rests to the left of her neck (F). Kait's eye color is hazel-green (A, E).
A. The armor has prominent white paint with yellow edging that’s been worn down, with deep scratches from the effects of time and combat.

B. The white (but color worn) undershirt sticks out from underneath her leather underlay (A) and at the bottom of her chest plate.

C. This unique tech accessory is exclusive to Kait, and has a bright illuminated screen that matches the COG IFF lights on her armor.

D. Kait’s glove, which she only wears on her left hand, is designed for breathability – the tan color also matches her boots.

E. Two leather pouches sit on Kait’s belt, along with the metallic ammo pouch for spare clips.

F. The tattoo’s unique design has a green tint, with fading at the edges of each of the triangles.

G. The tan knee-high boots are attached with multiple leather straps, with knee-high socks that match her shirt underneath.

H. Kait’s holster is elongated, with a more basic metallic plate and worn-down straps.

I. The IFF pips on Kait’s armor go behind a metallic opening cage for maintenance at the rear of her armor.
**COG IFF LIGHT**

RGB: 110/218/253, CMYK: 47/0/1/0

---

**KAIT’S TATTOO**

Use JPG file provided [hero_kait_tattoo.jpg]

Print and apply to left arm.

RGB: 257/69/74, CMYK: 78/99/66/63